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IN CONTEMPORARY
POVERTY MEASUREMENT

The Second Peter T_nsend Memorial
conference hoated a wide range of
speake .. from Ihe five conllnents of Ihe
world. who prelented and discussed
measurement IlIUes in poverty,
social exclullon and living standards
research. The common denominator
was the focus on consensual measures

The issue of adoptive preference was
addressed by research from South Africa,

which round a certain level of agreement
in the identification of necessities between
homelands and mare wealthy areas. Bryan
Perry guided the audience through his study
of living standards, exploring material
deprivation among the poor but also the
material wealth of the rich, widening the scope
of the debate to both necessities and luxuries.
Finally, Bradshaw's presentation 'NOS a

classic example 01 whot Hartley Dean mils
a 'thiclc' (or extended) notion 01 well-being,
different from other research aimed at the
understanding of happiness. Bradshaw's
studies explore children's subiedive wellbeing,
and develop theoretical frameworks based on
their perspedive.
The examples above illustrate the richness
and breadth of the event, which also included
presentations on the re-emergence of the
moral underclass discourse and cu~ural deficit
theory, the different understandings of the term
poverty and necessities across cultures, the
use of well-being in research on developing
countries and issues around food consumption
in Lmin America. AU speakers reminded the
audience of the huge contribution to these

of deprivation. drawing on Ihe
work Initialed In Ihe 1960. by Peter
T~send. The event was a platform
for emerging findings Inom the Poverly
and Seclal Exduslan 2011 survey and
topics mode by the much missed Professor
encouraged dllcuuiona across different Peter Townsend (1928-2009)_
nalional applications.
Among the presenters, Brian Nolan dwelled
on the weaknesses of relative income
measures (such os 60% of median income)

in times of economic crisis. The Irish scholar
underlined the importance of using altemative

measures and proposed using a tiered EUwide approach to consistent poverty.

A complete list of speakers and presentations
can be found at www.poverty.ac.ulc/content/
conference.

For a full version of the review see Antonucci
and Pomoti (2011) Journal of Poverly and
Social Justice Val.19 (2).
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